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As soon as those spring mornings arrive in which the birds sing,
I am sure to be an early riser. I am waked by my genius. I wake to

inaudible melodies and am surprised to find myself expecting the

dawn in so serene and joyful and expectant a mood. I have an

appointment with spring. She comes to the window to wake me, and I

go forth an hour or two earlier than usual. It is by special favor
that I am waked, -not rudely but gently, as infants should be waked.
Though as yet the trill of the chip-bird is not heard, -added, -like
the sparkling bead which bursts on bottled cider or ale. When we

wake indeed, with a double awakening, -not only from our ordinary
nocturnal slumbers, but from our diurnal, -we burst through the thal-
lus of our ordinary life with a proper exciple, we awake with empha-
sis.
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EDITORIAL POLICY

The Saunterer welcomes from its readers, to be considered
for publication in its pages, short articles or notes of historical,
biographical, or bibliographical content. Limitations of space
will not permit us to publish in the future articles that are
essentially of an appreciative or personal nature. Publication of
poetry will be limited to texts of historical significance. Brief
book reviews are welcome. Because critical articles generally
require more space for exposition than it is practical for the
Saunterer to provide, literary studies should be brief and sharply
focused on particular texts and sources. All articles submitted
will be reviewed by the editor and at least one other member of
the editorial board. Unpublished articles will be returned to

their authors.



WILD NECTAR: THE LANGUAGE OF THOREAU'S POETRY

by Laraine Fergenson

Emerson tells us that "language is fossil poetry" because
"language is made up of images or tropes, which now, in their secon-

dary use, have ceased to remind us of their poetic origin." Thus,

for Emerson,
u every word was once a poem" (III, 18). All words are

symbolic intermediaries between the natural -spiritual world and the

human mind. Words are names of things; to name something is to trans-

late it into a poem because the object is then represented by a sym-

bol. Thus Emerson could write, "the poet is the sayer, the namer"

(III, 7). But because ordinary words have been forced to serve the

merely utilitarian purposes of ordinary men, they have lost their
poetry. They have fossilized, or hardened, as Emerson says in

"Nature," into "finite organs of the infinite mind" and "cannot cover
the dimensions of what is in truth" (I, 44-45).

To Thoreau also the fossi 1 i zation of languaqe was a challenge
both philosophically and technically. In his poetry he attempted to

recapture the original spiritual and poetic nature of words. His use
of proper nouns, his mingling of ancient and modern place names, and

his juxtaoosition of the lofty with the homely all served to make
these "finite organs" express as well as possible the infinite truths
of poetry.

Thoreau' s assertion that much of Linnaeus' s nomenclature is

poetry^ recalls Emerson's remark about the poet as a namer. Perhaps
Thoreau felt that Linnaean nomenclature, although serving a practical
purpose, had not been hardened by common use; furthermore, by sym-
bolizing all natural life, it could express the presence of the Over-
soul on earth. Thus in his poem "Tall Ambrosia," Thoreau uses the

Linnaean term Ambrosia elatior for the common wormwood:

Among the signs of autumn I perceive
The Roman wormwood (called by learned men

Ambrosia elatior , food for gods,--
For to impartial science the humblest weed
Is as immortal once as the proudest flower--)
Sprinkles its yellow dust over my shoes
As I cross the now neglected garden
--We trample under foot the food of gods

^
& spill their nectar in each drop of dew-

Carl Bode notes that in writing this poem, Thoreau "firmly underlined
immortal twice. But then he parenthesized it--his usual sign for a

tentative deletion—in favor of well named 1"^ Thoreau may have seen
the words well named and immortal as interchangeable because a name
is capable of expressing the immortality of a thing; it is the link
between its objective and its symbolic (or immortal) existence.

The theme of the poem is the relationship between the lofty and
immortal realm of "the gods" and the everyday surroundings of New
England. In the poem that follows "Tall Ambrosia," which deals with



the same subject, Thoreau makes the point clearer:

Th' ambrosia of the Gods' s a weed on earth
Their nectar is the morning dew which on

'

1 v our shoes taste--For they are simple folks
'Tis very fit the ambrosia of the gods
Should be a weed on earth. As nectar is

The morning dew with which we wet our shoes
For the gods are simple folks and we should pine

upon their humble fare.

5

Shoes, common and homely, walking through the weeds wet with morning
dew, are covered with the nectar of the nods, just as the poet,
tramping through the woods, receives intimations of divinity from
nature. This theme is expressed in "Tall Ambrosia," the companion
poem; for the true poetry of the Linnaean term suggests where divin-
ity really 1 ies--underfoot among the commonest weeds.

In "Tall Ambrosia" Thoreau contrasts his "powdered countryfied"
shoes with those that retain their "Gallic gloss" because their own-
ers never walk through woods and fields:

My honest shoes Fast friends that never stray
far from my couch thus powdered countryfied
Bearing many a mile the marks of their adventure
At the post-house disgrace the Gallic gloss
Of those well dressed ones who no morning dew

Nor Roman wormwood ever have been through
Who never walk but are transported rather--

For what old crime of theirs I do not gather

( Poems , p. 173; Thoreau's italics)

Thoreau uses the words "Gallic gloss" and "transported" to satirize
the pretentious and at the same time to suggest that their preten-
tiousness will never win them grace, for "the gods are simple folks.'
He also puns on the word "transported." Besides meaning "carried
across" the lowly earth upon which the well-dressed do not deign to

walk, it refers to "England's practice of deporting her criminals. "°

Thus the transportation of the haughty is really a punishment, an

exile; since they will not touch earth, they will never reach heaven,

Thoreau links the humble with the exalted through the use of

place names also. Places, and the names of places, have a transcen-
dental connection all over the world and in every age; in America we

can find in the wilderness of our forests the same divinity underly-
ing ancient civilizations. That is the theme of "This Is My Carnac,
Whose Unmeasured Dome" ( Poems , p. 62), in which Thoreau says:

Three thousand years ago are not agone,
They are still lingering in this summer morn. . . .

He uses ancient names to describe the universal natural phenomena,
calling the dawn "Memnon's Mother," and exhorts us to see the possi-
bility of true civilization in the present:
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Behold these flowers, let us be up with time,

Not dreaming of three thousand years ago,

Erect ourselves and let those columns lie,

Nor stoop to raise a foil against the sky.

Bode suggests that the word "foil" may be a nun, meaning either an

architectural structure or a fencing weapon/ The significance of

this wordplay is that by raising an architectural support for fallen

columns, we may be defying heaven, for in thinking only of the past
and how we can revive it, we may ignore that which is divine in our

present condition, thus foil ing heaven, which invests the contempo-
rary world as it did the ancient. It is better not to stoop to raise
a fallen past, but instead to "erect ourselves and let those columns

lie."

The theme of the relation between the Old World and the New is

successfully embodied in the following brief poem:

Such water do the gods distil,
And pour down every hill

For their New England men;

A draught of this wild nectar bring,

And I'll not taste the spring
Of Helicon again. ( Poems , p. 44)

Thoreau is metaphorically discussing the poetry of New England and

calling on Americans, as Emerson did, to turn from the "courtly muses
of Europe" and create a vital native American literature. The Heli-
con spring is the source of poetic inspiration in the Old World; New
Englanders do not need it if they can be inspired by the "wild nectar'

of their native rivers. Thoreau 1

s use of "wild"--one of his favorite
words--to modify "nectar" expresses the translation of poetry into
American terms. In America poetic inspiration is to be found in the
wilderness.

And yet much of Thoreau' s poetry is derivative; he often employs
the poetic diction of British nature poetry. For example, in "The
Just Made Perfect" ( Poems , p. 156) one can pick out "adjacent vale,"
"lofty strains," "deep serried ranks," "gleaming brows," "sun's re-

splendent ray," "exalted eye," etc. Unfortunately, these cliches are

to be found in too many of the poems, for Thoreau 's poetry is at its

best when he deliberately abandons this type of language for his

homely vocabulary, which is found in the naturalistic poems that con-
tain descriptions of familiar sights in ordinary, everyday language.

In addition to "Tall Ambrosia" and "Th' Ambrosia of the Gods's a Weed
on Earth," which we have already discussed, a poem that combines the

homely vocabulary with the natural rhythm of speech and irregular,
(usually) unrhymed lines is "I Saw a Delicate Flower Had Grown Up 2

Feet High":

I saw a delicate flower had grown up 2 feet high

Between the horse's paths & the wheel track
Which Dakin's & Maynards wagons had

Passed over many a time
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An inch more to right or left had sealed its fate
Or an inch higher. And yet it lived & flourished
As much as if it had a thousand acres
Of untrodden space around it--and never
Knew the danger it incurred.

It did not borrow trouble nor invite an

Evil fate by apprehending it.

For though the distant market-wagon
Every other day--inevi tably rolled
This way--it just as inevitably rolled
In those ruts--And the same
Charioteer who steered the flower
Upward--guided the horse & cart aside from it.

There were other flowers which you would say

Incurred less danger grew more out of the way
Which no cart rattled near, no walker daily passed.
But at length one rambling deviously
For no rut restrained plucked them
And then it appeared that they stood
Directly in his way though he had come
From farther than the market wagon-- ( Poems , p. 175)

This poem explores fate and chance as well as the ruts of commercial

society with its Philistine blindness to nature, yet its tone is de-
ceptively casual. As in the "ambrosia" poems, the prosy and collo-
quial style, the understated ideas, and the apparent simplicity an-

ticipate the poetry of Robert Frost. The speaker here is Thoreau,
not wearing the mask of the Bard and borrowing phrases from English
Georgian verse, but talking to us clearly and convincingly in his
native idiom.

Another poem written in the same manner is "Today I Climbed a

Handsome Rounded Hill" ( Poems , p. 176), which, like "I Saw a Delicate
Flower" significantly trails off into prose. 8 This poem may seem a

factual account of the hickory-covered hills and "woody low-land/
Toward Marlborough Framingham & Sudbury," but Thoreau implies that
the familiar country has a deeper significance when he tells us that
"low hills/ show unexpected prospects."

Some of the homely vocabulary of Thoreau 's poetry relates to the
commercial world. Although Thoreau berated a society that allowed
its quest for gain to blind it to the beauty of the natural world, at
times he saw in commerce the same kind of "bravery" one could find in

nature:

Commerce is unexpectedly confident and serene, alert,
adventurous, and unwearied. ... I am refreshed and
expanded when the freight train rattles past me, and
I smell the stores which go dispensing their odors all

the way from Long Wharf to Lake Champlain .... I

feel more like a citizen of the world at the sight of
. . . the Manilla hemp and cocoa-nut husks, the old
junk, gunny bags, scrap iron, and rusty nails.

9
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In A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers , he tells us how the

advertisements in a newspaper "suggested pleasing and poetic thoughts;
for commerce is really as interesting as nature. The very names of

the commodities were poetic, and as suggestive as if they had been
inserted in a pleasing poem, --Lumber, Cotton, Sugar, Hides, Guano,

Logwood. "10 This vocabulary, however, is one that Thoreau did not

often employ in his poetry, and when he does use it in "Though All

the Fates Should Prove Unkind" ( Poems , p. 46), his message is the

futility of trade. The commercial vessel,

Whether she bears Manilla twine,
Or in her hold Madeira wine,

Or China teas, or Spanish hides,

New England's worm her hulk shall bore,
And sink her in the Indian seas,
Twine, wine, and hides, and China teas.

An intriguing combination of Thoreau's simple vocabulary and

what we might call the poetic diction occurs in "Within the Circuit
of This Plodding Life" ( Poems , p. 3), one of Thoreau's most success-
ful poems. Like Wordsworth's "Tintern Abbey," it has for its theme
the enriching of the mind through the recollection of natural beauty

Within the circuit of this plodding life
There enter moments of an azure hue,

I have remembered when the winter came,

High in my chamber in the frosty nights,
When in the still light of the cheerful moon,

On every twig and rail and jutting spout,
The icy spears were adding to their length
Against the arrows of the coming sun,

How in the shimmering noon of summer past
Some unrecorded beam slanted across
The upland pastures where the Johnswort grew;
Or heard, amid the verdure of my mind,

The bee's long smothered hum, on the blue flag
Loitering amidst the mead; or busy rill,

Which now through all its course stands still and dumb

When all the fields around lay bound and hoar
Beneath a thick integument of snow.

So by God's cheap economy made rich
To go upon my winter's task again.

While this poem contains such picturesque commonplaces as "azure hue,
1

"shimmering noon," "mead," and "busy rill," there is a Yankee and a

specifically Thoreauvian character to the conclusion. The scientific-
sounding "integument," which means "outer covering," or "cortex" as

Thoreau defines it in the "Economy" chapter of Walden (p. 40), is in

sharp contrast to the poetic diction that precedes it in the poem.
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Thoreau's use of "integument" prepares us for the last two lines, in

which the ability of the poet to preserve the memory of natural
beauty is "God's cheap economy." The use of these two words--
"integument" and "economy"-- together here give an original twist to

the Wordsworthian theme and point in the direction of Thoreau's later
prose.

The mixture of poetic diction and a simpler idiom could also be

humorous. Althouqh Thoreau wrote that "satire will not be sung,"^
he occasionally achieved satiric effects in his poems.

For example, he looks with an ironic eye upon himself and his

friends in "Among the Worst of Men That Ever Lived" ( Poems , p. 172),
in which he juxtaposes homely, colloquial language with high-flown
words and phrases. The subject of the po^m is probably the "phil-

osophers' club," which included Thoreau, alcott, and Channing, and
met at Emerson's home for discussion on Monday nights. This well-
meaning group disbanded after three unsuccessful meetings during
which the members munched apples in the absence of conversation J 2

Among the worst of men that ever lived
However we did seriously attend
A little space we let our thoughts ascend
Experienced our religion & confessed
"Twas good for us to be there--be anywhere
Then to a heap of apples we addressed
& cleared the topmost rider sine care
But our Icarian thoughts returned to ground
And we went on to heaven the long way round.

The words "ascend" and "Icarian," which are employed seriously in

other poems, are here used light-heartedly and ironically for con-
trast with the colloquial expressions in the poem, and to satirize
the club (including Thoreau himself). "A little space" is a collo-
quial way of saying "for a little time," but it also suggests that
their thoughts did not ascend very high. The phrase implies the
short duration of the conversation, as does the terseness of "expe-
rienced our religion." The word "addressed" is ironic with its dou-

ble application to people and apples. The word "rider" means a piece
of wood used to cover another,^ and probably refers to the part of

the apple barrel they ate their way down to. Thoreau's use of the
Latin sine ("without") mingles his philosophical language with the

down-to-earth occupation of eating apples. In the last two epigram-
matic lines Thoreau contrasts the transcendental "Icarian thoughts"
with the simple expression "And we went on to heaven the long way
round"--an expression that, like those of "I Saw a Delicate Flower"
and "To Day I Climbed a Handsome Rounded Hill," encompasses a deeper
meaning than is at first anparent; "low hills show unexpected pros-
pects."

As this poem illustrates, Thoreau employed a wide and varied
poetic vocabulary. Although some of his poetry contains stilted
archaisms and rural-picturesque cliches, Thoreau's use of names-
modern, ancient, and scientific—and his original and experimental
incornoration of colloquial New England speech are often successful



attempts to make living poetry out of the "fossil poetry" of everyday

language—the "wild nectar" of New England.

Notes

The Poet," The Complete Works of Ralph Waldo Emerson (New

York, 1968), III, 22. Further references to Emerson's works will be

given parenthetically in the text and are to this edition.

9

The Journal of Henry D. Thoreau , ed. Bradford Torrey and Fran-

cis H. Allen (Boston, 1906--rpt. New York: Dover, 1962), III, 257.

3
Carl Bode (ed.), Collected Poems of Henry Thoreau , enlarged

edition (Baltimore, 1964), p. 173. Hereinafter referred to as Poems
in parenthetical references given in the text.

4
Bode, Notes to Collected Poems , p. 366.

5
According to Bode, this poem is a "re-draft" of "Tall Ambrosia,"

or, one could say, another attempt on the same subject. Note Tho-
reau 's strange division of the word "only" between lines two and
three. Perhaos he divided the word in this way in order to place
extra emphasis on the word "shoes," which becomes the first stressed
syllable in line three, being preceded by two unstressed ones.

6
Bode, Notes, p. 366.

7
Ibid., p. 346.

8
Ibid., p. 367.

The Variorum Walden , ed. Walter Harding (New York, 1962), p.

111. Hereinafter referred to as Walden .

The Writings of Henry David Thoreau (Boston, 1906--rpt. New
York: AMS Press, 1968), I, 195.

1

1

Ibid. , p. 328.

12
Bode, Notes, p. 365.

13
ibid.

Note : In addition to teaching English at the Bronx Community College
of the City University of New York, Laraine Fergenson writes poetry
some of which has appeared in the Thoreau Journal Quarterly. Last
summer Prof. Fergenson was chosen to be one of the 12 college teach-
ers who attended the NEH Summer Seminar in Concord. Led by Dr. Walter
Harding, Thoreau Society Secretary and professor of English at the
State University of New York at Geneseo, the subject of the seminar
was "American Transcendentalism and Its Imoact."
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THOREAU AND CATS: A SPECIAL FASCINATION

by Barbara Sarkesian

Of the two million words in Henry David Thoreau's journals, some
of the most delightful are reserved for his observations of cats.
Thoreau was fascinated with these animals - their lithe bodies, their
intelligence, adaptability, and playfulness.

It appears from his numerous references to them that cats or

kittens were a regular part of the Thoreau household. Uatching one

particular member with amusement, he writes:

"A kitten is so flexible that she is almost double; the
hind parts are equivalent to another kitten with which the

fore part plays. She does not discover that her tail belongs
to her till you tread upon it. How eloquent she can be with
her tail! Its sudden swellings and vibrations!"

( Journal , February 15, 1861)

As for the kitten's favorite pastime of looking out the window,
Thoreau observes:

"She looks steadily at objects far and near, first turn-

ing her gaze to this side then to that, for she loves to look

out a window as much as any gossip ... She bends back her

ears to hear what is going on within the room, and all the
while her eloquent tail is reporting the progress and success
of her survey by speaking gestures which betray her interest
in what she sees." ( Journal , February 15, 1861)

Thoreau writes most often about one special cat - "our young
Maltese cat Min." ( Journal , February 28, 1856) He is particularly
impressed by Min's quick recuperative powers:

"Min, two-thirds grown, was playing with Sophia's broom
this morning, as she was sweeping the parlor, when she sud-
denly went into a fit, dashed round the room, and, the door
being opened, rushed up two flights of stairs and leaped from
the attic window to the ice and snow - a descent of a little
more than twenty feet - passed round the house and was lost.
But she made her appearance again about noon, at the window,
quite well and sound in every point, even playful and frisky."

( Journal , February 1, 1856)

Perhaps Thoreau's most charming account of Min's various adven-
tures is on that occasion early one February morning when, "awakening
the whole house with her mewing," she returns after an absence of
five nights:

"She is a mere wrack of skin and bones, with a sharp
nose and wiry tail. She is as one returned from the dead.



There is as much rejoicing as at the return of the prodigal

son ..."

After much speculation among the family as to where Min has

been

"She is fed with the best that the house affords, minced

meats and saucers of warmed milk, and, with the aid of un-

stinted sleep in all laps in succession, is fast picking up

her crumbs." ( Journal , February 28, 1856)

Besides Min, Thoreau also refers to the cats that belong to his

Concord neighbors, as well as to those that he meets on his travels

about town. Once while berrying in the woods, he came face-to-face
with a cat and her kittens, which he described as "quite wild, and

they all, like their mother, had their backs up and were fiercely
spitting at me." ( Walden , "Brute Neighbors")

While living at Walden Pond, he was startled one afternoon to

see a cat walking along the stony shore of the pond, and noted, "The

surprise was mutual." He concluded that,

"The most domestic cat, which has lain on a rug all her

days, apoears quite at home in the woods, and, by her sly
and stealthy behavior, proves herself more native there
than the regular inhabitants." ( Walden , "Brute Neighbors")

Nor was it only the Concord cats that caught Thoreau's atten-
tion. On his several trips to Cape Cod, he discovered to his sur-
prise that "cats appear to swarm on the roofs of Provincetown like

the mosquitoes on the summits of its hills." And he confessed that
"a night in one of the attics of Provincetown" had "added consider-
able thereby to my knowledge of the natural history of the cat."
For example:

"Every now and then one of these animals on its travels
leaped from a neighboring roof on to mine, with such a noise
as if a six-pounder had fallen within two feet of my head ...

Then at still midnight, half awake, half asleep ... you hear

the stealthy tread of padded feet belonqinq to some animal
of the cat tribe, perambulating the roof within a few inches
of your head." (Journal , June 21, 1857)

But, without a doubt, the most captivating anecdote about cats
in the journals combines Thoreau's descriptive powers and his soecial
fondness for his subject:

Early one May eveninq, Thoreau and his sister Sophia were rowinq
on the Concord River, when they heard a sound that seemed to be a

catbird in distress. As they approached the shore, the sound became
louder and louder. It was then, Thoreau writes, that
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"I saw a little black animal making haste to meet the

boat ... A young muskrat? a mink? No, it was a little dot
of a kitten. It was scarcely six inches long from the face

to the ... tip - of the tail ... It was a very handsome and
very precocious kitten, in perfectly good condition, its

breadth being considerably more than one third of its length.
Leaving its mewing, it came scrambling over the stones as

fast as its weak legs would permit, straight to me."

Thoreau and his sister examined the kitten carefully, and specu-

lated as to how it happened to be such a distance from any house.

Smitten by its "innocent extremely pale blue eyes (as of milk thrice

skimmed)", they took it home immediately. There on closer observa-
tion, Thoreau noted that "it had all the ways of a cat of the

maturest years; could purr divinely and raised its back to rub all

boots and shoes." He also noted with amusement that "when it raised
its foot to scratch its ear, which by the way it never hit, it was
sure to fall over and roll on the floor."

Then, with these final words about the little foundling, Thoreau
sums uo his feelings about cats:

"It was smaller than we remembered that kittens ever
were - almost infinitely small; yet it had hailed a boat,

its life being in danger, and saved itself. Its perform-
ance, considering its age and amount of experience, was
more wonderful than that of any young mathematician or

musician that I have read of." ( Journal , May 22, 1853)

Note : Barbara Sarkesian is a former school teacher who first became

interested in Henry Thoreau when she read A Thoreau Profile by Milton
Melzer and Walter Harding. Now a free-lance writer, Mrs. Sarkesian
lives in the country with an apple orchard and a brook, a happy com-

bination which, she says, is conducive to "sauntering."

THOREAU AT HOME BY ELLERY CHANNING

( Thoreau: The Poet-Naturalist , Boston 1902; p. 24)

".
. . In his own home he was one of those characters who may be

called household treasures: always on the spot with skilful eye and

hand to raise the best melons in the garden, plant the orchard with
the choicest trees, or act as extempore mechanic; fond of pets, the

sister's flowers, or sacred Tabby. Kittens were his favorites, -he
would play with them by the half-hour." Later, on page 298, Channing
quotes Thoreau thus: 'I saw the cat studying ornithology between the
corn-rows. She is full of sparrows, and wants no more breakfast this
morning, unless it be a saucer of mi Ik, -the dear beast! 1 "
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A NOTE ON THOREAU AND AESCHYLUS

by K. P. Van Anglen

In the course of preparing an edition of Henry Thoreau's Trans-
lations (to be published as one volume of The Writings of Henry D.

Thoreau by Princeton University Press), I have determined" which edi-

tion of AEschylus' "Seven Against Thebes" was used by the translator.

This was the Tragoediae: Ad exemplar accurate expressae, Editio

stereotypa . (Lipsiae: Tauchnitii), 320 ppJ There are two relevant
printings of this text, which differs significantly both from other
contemporary texts of AEschylus and from later editions of the

Tauchnitz text itself. The first of these is that of 1819, which was

available to Thoreau in Emerson's library during the Winter of 1839-

1840, during which he first read the play. 2 The second is the print-
ing of 1817, which is included in the catalogue of the Mercantile
Society of New York's library. It was this facility which Thoreau
used during his stay on Staten Island with William Emerson while
actually translating the tragedy during the summer of 1843. 3 In each

instance in which Thoreau's translation differs significantly from
the readings of the Oxford Classical Text o f AEschylus, 4 the trans-
lator may be found to be following this text. This is true in all

cases of phraseology, line order, ascription of speeches, and often,
of punctuation and capitalization as well. These instances will, of
course, be fully documented in the textual notes and introduction of
my forthcoming edition.

Endnotes

1 1 wish to thank Miss Susan McCloskey and Mr. William Brennan
for first calling my attention to the existence of this text.

^Listed in Walter Harding (ed.), Emerson's Library (Charlottes-
ville, Va.: The University Press of Virginia, 1967), p. 5.

^For the circumstances of Thoreau's reading of, and translation
of, "Seven Against Thebes," see Ethel Seybold, Thoreau: The Quest and
the Classics (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1951), pp. 35,
^57

4 D. Page (ed.), (Oxonii, 1972).

Note : Kevin Van Anglen is a graduate of Princeton, and is now study-
ing at Pembroke College, Cambridge. He has worked at the Thoreau
Textual Center at Princeton for four years, and is presently an
Editor with responsibility for the volume, Translations , to be pub-
lished by Princeton University Press.
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WALDEN'S SUBLIME PRIMITIVIST OR,
MS. FRENCH'S INFAMOUS BULL-FROG STORY

by Gary Simon

When Thoreau was invited to join the Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, he remarked in his Journal that he declined the offer
because "The fact is I am a mystic, a transcendental ist and natural

philosopher. . .
."1 However, Thoreau was not one usually to attach

labels to his name, particularly when the mystic and naturalist could
not be separated from the naturalist with microscope and notebook in

hand, nor could the poet be severed from his poem which was life.
Yet primitivist and poet that he was, he often changed his moods as

the "spirit built itself a house" and his savage hunger to eat a

woodchuck raw fluctuated and clashed with the higher laws of God.
And while this split between the attainment of absolute moral law and
his aboriginal thirst to live like the animals appeared to bother him
prior to 1854, his seemingly shiftless and wild character disturbed
and perplexed the men and women villagers of Concord, Massachusetts
even more.

Dressed in worn pants and shirt, with a faded patched overcoat,
a broad-rimmed black hat, and shoes whose soles showed the wear of
many seasons, Thoreau "conversed" with nature four hours eyery day.

Because he might have worked for profit but instead "idled" away his

time in the forests, many villagers held nothing but contempt for a

man who ignored a profession, particularly one farmer who (recorded
by Mrs. Daniel Chester French in her Memories of a Sculptor's Wife )

observed him studying the habits of the bullfrog:

I went out in my field across there to the river, and
there, beside that little old mud pond, was standing Da-a-vid
Henry, and he wasn't doin' nothin but just standin' there--
lookin' at that pond, and when I came back at noon, there he

was standin' with his hands behind him just lookin' down into
that pond, and after dinner when I cam back again if there
wan't Da-a-vid standin' there just like as if he had been
there all day, gazin' down into that pond, and I stopped and
looked at him and I says, ' Da-a-vid Henry, what air you a-

doin'? And he didn't turn his head and he didn't look at me.
He kept on lookin' down at the pond, and he said, as if he

was thinkin' about the stars in the heavens, 'Mr. Murray,
I'm a-studyin'--the habits--of the bullfrog!' And there
that darned fool had been standin '--the livelong day--
a-studyin '--the habits--of the bull - frog! '2

What appeared as laziness to some was to Thoreau an intense
familiarity with nature. Yet like the farmer, Ralph Waldo Emerson
had difficulty understanding his neighbor's need for such unmitigated
contact with the wild and shared the farmer's guilt in viewing Tho-
reau as "hermit and stoic." 3 It is understandable that an agricul-
turist who sees nature, not with the poet's sauntering eye but with
his greed, should mistake Thoreau 's joyful composure for nothing more
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than asceticism. Even Emerson, in his most complimentary eulogy to

Thoreau, found it more fitting to emphasize his pupil's stoicism and

to neglect the primary importance of the senses: "He was bred to no

profession; he never married; he lived alone; he never went to church;

he never voted; he refused to pay a tax to the State; he ate no flesh,

he drank no wine, he never knew the use of tobacco; and, though a

naturalist, he used neither trap nor gun ("T," pp. 896-7).
While Emerson, unlike so many Concordians, recognized that Tho-

reau "had the source of poetry in his spiritual perception" ("T,"'p.

908), he still regretted Thoreau' s many renunciations and the fact
that "Pounding beans is good to the end of pounding empires one of

these days; but if, at the end of yee^s, it is only beans!" ("T," p.

911). To Thoreau, however, pounding beans was not an end in itself
but a source for the education of the senses. Whether he was study-
ing the habits of bullfrogs, making his way across the fields with
his pail to keep his date with nature, or cultivating his bean field,
the happiness he gained from pristine nature could not be exchanged
for all "the learning in the world." It is to fault Emerson for not
recognizing Thoreau' s pronouncement that "We need pray for no higher
heaven than the pure senses can furnish, a purely sensuous life."4

The union of soul with Nature which activates the imagination and
makes the intellect fruitful is possible only through living sensual-
ly. For Thoreau to announce that "My body is all sentient" he needed
to drench himself in the quaking swamps and listen to the mosquitos 1

humming of "Homer's requiem." The delight he cherished was found not
only by speaking kindly with a woodchuck and offering him some check-
erberry leaves, or by allowing his feet to guide him through Con-
cord's midnight woods, but also by immersing himself in Wal den's early
morning waters to "see, smell, taste, hear, feel that everlasting
Something to which we are allied" ( Week , p. 152). Unlike Emerson,
who by 1845 was showing interest in Concord's "Social Circle" and
cultivated fields, Thoreau delved deeply into the aboriginal woods--
the source for both his spiritual and primitive appetites.

It was also that year, beginning July 4, which allowed the Con-
cord bard for the first time "to meet the facts of life--the vital
facts, which are the phenomena or actuality the gods meant to show
us--face to face" (J_: I, p. 362). Staying one block off the main
road and a mile-and-a-half from town, Thoreau did not desire isola-
tion but solitude in nature's evolutionary society. In the woods he

was not insensible to Concord's "surrounding circumstance" but deter-
mined to find life's essence, he fiercely drenched himself, not in

nature's appearance but in her reality. Here he was not so much con-
cerned with public affairs as he was in achieving that strong organic
bond of body and soul in which his limbs and spirit could beat in

time to nature's own vibrations.
Perceiving in nature's example the infinite joys of life, he not

only recognized in her inextinguishable vitality the innumerable pos-
sibilities for man's relations with her but also realized in her mes-
sage the necessity for living deliberately. Death becomes evil, he
understood, only if one's life is wasted and futile. But if life is

carried out in perfect health in the "mountain air that feeds the
spirit and inspires, "5 Thoreau was assured that man could not help
but grow to perfection. Intuiting in nature his own potential as he
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did his own mortality, he also learned how nature's laws correspond
to life as principle, spirit, idea or ideal. Thus realizing that it

is nature which gives man's life meaning by sticking to her idea, he

noted that "The lapse of the current. . .was an emblem of all pro-
gress, following the same law with the system, with time, and all

that is made" ( Week , p. 23). And just as Thoreau began to realize
that nature revealed as much beauty as he was prepared to appreciate,
so did he begin to understand that nature was not man but a retreat
from him.

Noting nature and her corresponding laws, Thoreau leaned placid-
ly with his soul like a "Brahminical devotee" along Walden's shores.
Translating the common into the miraculous, he found all facts the
subject of vision and recognized in the center of the universe the
fluent and intelligible language of a supersensuous Nature. Thus, in

settling in his new home in 1845, Thoreau did not botanize and study
nature's forms like the scientist he later was but instead looked
through and beyond her transient appearances and became her friend.
Describing his young companion, Hawthorne recounted, "herb and flower
. . .wherever they grow, whether in garden or wildwood, are his famil-
iar friends. He is on intimate terms with the clouds also, and can
tell portents of storms." 6 Using the world as a canvas for his

imagination, Thoreau participated in the circulations of Being,
either in observing the native habits of muskrats or in translating
the limitless laws of time and space.

His short stay at Walden, though original in its own right, was
no novel effort. Several years prior to Thoreau 's coming there,
Stearns Wheeler had built his own shack on Flint's Pond for the sake
of economy and Ellery Channing, for similar reasons, had gone to live
on the Illinois prairie. Thoreau, however, was not striving for
originality in choosing his site but in selecting his mode of life.

Consequently, his experiment at Walden was simply that—an exercise
in living so soundly that if he were to repent of anything, it would
very likely have been his good behavior. The true poem, Thoreau
stressed, was a poet's life, and believing that "the breath with
which the poet utters his verse [to be] that by which he lives"

( Week , p. 293), Emerson's stoic went to Walden to transact the busi-
ness of living a wholly free and sensuous life.

A solitary at Walden, Thoreau was, in fact, society's servant to

the Golden Age, proclaiming the "worshippers of beauty" as the real

pioneers of the world. And as its private poet he gave to humanity
a vibrant world which stirred "with the idea of infinite remoteness"

( Week , p. 152) and in so doing showed man the way to perfect his

lower, finite self. Through his life and writings he was hopeful

that his neighbor would recognize that the universal soul stirred
not only in antiquity but in the present moment as well. In his

example he was even more confident that his Christian villager would
not look forward to the time when he should go to his long rest, but
would rather seek his paradise on earth by stepping in tune "to the

measure of the universe" ( Week , p. 153).
In presenting nature to every man fit to love her, Thoreau de-

tailed for his Concord reader the interdependence of body and mind

necessary to intuit nature's moral qualities. Before he could under-

stand the organic inter-relatedness of nature's rhythms and those of
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the soul, he demanded of each man his total participation in nature's

pristine province. Reminding the reader that "There is in my nature

a singular yearning toward all wildness" ( Week , p. 55), he neither
wished "every man nor every part of man cultivated" ("Walking," p.

219). For in finding the preservation of the world in the wild,

Thoreau would have liked to have had "every man so much like a wild

antelope, so much a part and parcel of nature" ("Walking," p. 210).

And since Concord was saved, he declared, by the woods and swamps

that surrounded it, he felt himself "leaving the city more and more,
and withdrawing into the wilderness" where "all good things are. . .

free." ("Walking," p. 204, 216).
In noting that man was part and parcel of Nature but not nature,

Thoreau remarked that it was only in terms of spiritual ascendency
that man had relations with the former. Participating in a purely
sensuous life with the wild, he experienced divine communion only
after penetrating nature's inner core which provided the power for
mystical revelries as well as its savage delights. It hardly mat-
tered, therefore, whether he had the urge to hunt and "to toss his

head aloft. . .like a fox-hound, spurning the humanitarians and the
Brahmins,"'7

or to watch the crippling battle between a black and two

smaller red ants, or to float with his soul down the Concord, since
he always demanded that Spartan-like contact with a violent and some-
times merciless nature. Even though most of his friends never felt
compelled to stampede with the wild animals, Thoreau wished to take

a primitive rank hold on life and live intensely. After he had led

Hawthorne one afternoon to the nearest swamp, the latter stood there
disconsolately and said, "Let us get out of this dreadful hole"
(Brooks, p. 301). Thoreau knew, however, that it was only after one
had exchanged a few words with owls and woodchucks near Flint's Pond
or had felt the wild instinct to live on antelope-marrow that he was
steeped deep enough in the sensuous world to be allowed access to

the supersensory realm of the Platonic. For it was in the marriage
of the soul with Nature that the imagination was stirred, and only as

all barriers dissipated could one be a part of the Transcendent.
Even if his intimate contact did not always quicken heavenly

visions, Thoreau still knew how to enjoy nature. Unlike the savage
who idly abused his time, he profited from his leisure by observing
the real laws of Nature and used the results of science and philoso-
phy to "generalize their widest deductions" (Week, p. 310). Having
"the sense of the savage [who] would furnish him with facts enough to

set him up as a philosopher" ( Week , p. 311), Thoreau inferred univer-
sal law from every fact that impressed him with the poetry of the
Kosmos. With diary and pencil, spy glass and rope, he turned nature's
symbols into the spiritual emblem of creation and from this perceived
the higher laws of human perfection. Decked out in straw hat, stout
shoes, and strong gray trousers, he not only humanized natural law
but found in its message a rhythmic universe wedded in harmony to the

universal soul and fitted to the soul of man.
So it was at Walden where Thoreau, remaining fit in mind and

body, attained an equilibrium which was morally enriching and spiritu-
ally invigorating. Writing from his one-room shack on the virtues of
living economically and independently, he no longer wished to serve
King Admetus but the forsaken gods of antiquity, and in taking from
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the best that nature and society could offer, achieved the grandest
intellectual wealth possible. Yet, in especially relishing his

"brute neighbors" and their joyous surroundings, Thoreau had not yet
allowed the "still, sad music of humanity" to take its severe toll on

his quiet serenity. Resigning his life to society as its private
seer, he spoke to his reader through his living in sympathy with the
moral virtues of man and nature alike.

Thus, in retreating to that savage mother, Nature, and her fes-
tering swamps, Buddha's disciple sought the philosophy of India, not
from lavish cities or cultivated landscapes but from the primitive
grandeur of nature's own hours. For it was there that Thoreau bathed
his head in atmospheres unknown to most men and in attaining Sympathy
with Intelligence, perceived the miracle of life in its simplicity
and spiritual creativity. And in seeing man's life, not as "a divine
tragedy" but as "a trivial comedy of farce" ("Walking," p. 221), Tho-
reau went to Walden not so much to wake his neighbors up as to cele-
brate the wealth of his own soul, and in finding the riches of India

within, went fishing for its poetry and lived!

Footnotes

^ The Writings of Henry David Thoreau , ed. Bradford Torrey and
Francis Allen (Boston and New York, 1906), V, pp. 4-5.

2 (Boston and New York, 1928), p. 95. Mary French, 1859-1939,
before she married her cousin, Daniel Chester French, visited Concord
twice, as a child and later as a young woman. Stating in her book
that she "was never fortunate enough to" have seen Thoreau, "although
he was a byword among my friends" (p. 94), Ms. French recalls, how on

hearing Thoreau' s contemporaries reminisce about "Mr. Emerson," "Mr.

Alcott," and "Miss Louisa," that Mr. Thoreau's life was a constantly
"burning subject of discussion among the practical people of the
countryside" (p. 78).

3Ralph Waldo Emerson, "Thoreau," The Selected Writings of Ralph
Waldo Emerson , ed. by Brooks Atkinson (New York, 1950) , p. 898 -

hereafter cited as "T."

^Henry David Thoreau, A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers
(Chicago, 1961), p. 324 - hereafter cited as Week .

^Henry David Thoreau, "Walking," Thoreau: The Major Essays , ed.

Jeffrey L. Duncan (New York, 1972), p. 207 - hereafter cited as

"Walking."

6
Joseph Wood Krutch, Henry David Thoreau (Toronto, 1948), p. 43.

Van Wyck Brooks, "Thoreau," WaT
Owen Thomas (New York, 1972), p. 284.

Van Wyck Brooks, "Thoreau," Walden and Civil Disobedience , ed.

Note : Gary Simon is a graduate student at Wayne State University
where his dissertation will be wholly based on Thoreau.
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ANOTHER WORD ON THOREAU'S LAST "GOOD SAILING

by Thomas Woodson

In the Winter 1976 Saunterer Thomas Blanding reports on Calvin

Greene's copy of A Week , which records a deathbed statement of Tho-

reau in response to his sister Sophia's reading to him from A Week .

Greene's testament is confirmed by Ellery Channing, who also

made a note in his copy, on page 370, at the point where Thoreau
had written: "We glided past the mo- h of the Nashua, and not long

after, of Salmon Brook, without more pause than the winH " Channing
noted: '"now comes good sailing' Henry to his sister when she read
this to him, when near his end."l

Earlier, at the beginning of "Thursday" Channing made another
note about Thoreau 's last days which Blanding has quoted in part from
a secondary or tertiary source. Channing marked the word "tree-
sparrow" on page 315, and wrote at the foot of the page: '"chip-
sparrow. 1

H. wished to have this corrected April 23, '62. He was
quite bright, but said he could not fairly rouse himself, could not

see to complete his Allegash paper; it was in a knot he could not
untie. His death May 6." 2

Channing' s two notes give greater credence to Greene's statement
that Thoreau spoke of "good sailing" on the morning of his death. It

is reasonable that in the two weeks between April 23 and May 6 Sophia
had progressed in her reading from page 315 to page 370, and that her
brother, remembering that there were forty-odd more pages in his book
that he would never live to correct, nevertheless by his whispered
utterance made his death a repetition of the swift return home down-
stream that ended his first major piece of writing.

Notes

"'Quoted by permission of the Henry W. and Albert A. Berg Collec-
tion, New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations.
This passage is on page 375 of the standard Walden Edition text of
A Week .

^Quoted by permission of the New York Public Library. This is

page 317 of the Walden Edition text. In the "new and revised edition'
of 1868 "tree-sparrow" was replaced by "hair-bird," probably on the
basis of Sophia's or Channing's advice. "Hair-bird" is another name
for the chipping sparrow, which lines its nest with horsehair. Tho-
reau mentioned the chipping sparrow several times in his later jour-
nal, and as late as April and October 1860 (Journal , 13.249, 14.161).

Note : Thomas Woodson is a Professor of English and Chairman of the
Division of Comparative Literature at the Ohio State University. He
has written several other articles on Thoreau and is presently work-
ing on an annotated edition of Walden.
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BEANS, BAKED AND HALF-BAKED (3)

by Thomas Blanding

("I was determined to know beans." --Thoreau)

This winter some beans from my root cellar . . .

The first is a letter Sophia Thoreau wrote to her cousin Rebecca
Thatcher in Bangor, Maine (published here with the permission of the
Thoreau heirs), on the back of a short note her brother Henry sent
Rebecca's husband George on March 16, 1849 (see Walter Harding and
Carl Bode, eds., The Correspondence of Henry David Thoreau , New York,

1958, pp. 240-241). Besides giving a glimpse of the Thoreau house-
hold, Sophia's letter displays her lively sense of humor and her pen-
chant for Concord gossip. In March 1849 the California Gold Rush was
underway, the Thoreaus were still living in the Texas House (the site
is next to the Thoreau Lyceum), Henry was receiving proof sheets for
his first book, A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers , and Helen
Thoreau, the elder sister, was dying of tuberculosis. She succumbed
three months after Sophia wrote this letter.

Dear cousin Rebecca,

Just now I espied master Henry folding up this sheet
to send off with almost nothing upon it, & determined to

improve this space to tell you a little news. Knowing
your interest in old Concord I believe it will please you
to learn that our good town has lately been blessed with
a shower of babies, mostly daughters have been born to us,

poor Aunt Maria feels quite distressed lest the losses
occasioned by the Mexican war & departures for California
may not be made up, but you know it is a sign of peace,
these daughters, & this I think shall console her,-- Now
you must hear about my flowers, The last cold night we
had, which was about the middle of February, they were all

destroyed, with the exception of three or four that were
not quite killed. We took the usual precaution to put
wood in the stove but the fire went out and when I entered
the parlour the next morning, such a spectacle I never be-

held, every plant was frozen perfectly stiff. I dashed
cold water upon them hoping to save some. I think it did
little, or no good. As the room grew warm they assumed
the appearance of boiled cabbages. Henry said my table
looked like a swamp after a severe frost. The cactus',
geraniums call a, Abutilon, were all budded. It was a

sore greivance to dear Helen. She had nursed these plants

so many years. I feel sorry about it, but it is a small

trial comparatively speaking about which I must not worry.

Friends are very kind & we have almost always on hand a

boquet from some green house in Boston so that our loss is

in a measure supplied. When Henry was in Boston a fort-

night since he called at Miss Putnams & learned that Mr
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Thatcher had gone to Washington, supposing it to be your
qood man we looked to see him every day until he wrote. I

called to see Miss Jones yesterday she has the influenza,

not severely however, We are to have an Anti Slavery lec-

ture this evening from William Brown accompanied by William
& Ellen Craft the fugitives from Georgia, --Fanny Shattuck
is to be married soon, her mother has received a dismission,
an elderly man a very dull preacher from Boston has been
hired for some weeks. I have been trying a course of elec-
tricity lately for the head ache, think you would like to

have shaken hands with me when I was well charged. Aunt
Sophia has returned to Waltham. Poor Mrs Hoar is a per-

fect cripple. She is at Mrs. Storers under the care of

Dr Shattuck, Caroline Hoar is under a physicians care in

New York where she has been for six months her health is

some what improved. Dear Helen desires much love to you,
she continues to be a great sufferer. I hope her patience
may continue. I cannot say that it seems much like spring
although the birds sing & the eggs are nearly settled—much
to the astonishment of every body. Aunt Mary appears to be

recovering from a severe illness. Will you ask Abby if she
has quite forgotten me. Do let me hear from you soon.
Aunts are well. Please give much love to Mary. I often
feel like writing to tell you of the goodness of God as it

is daily manifested towards us in the midst of our afflic-
tion, but language would be inadequate. I will only say
that dear Helen is sustained in the enjoyment of perfect
peace. She asks no more. I trust that the Lord will
enable us all to bow with resignation to His will.

yours affect, ly Sophia

Mr. Kevin Mac Donnell, Houston, Texas, has kindly given permis-
sion to reproduce a manuscript from his private collection. It is a

note Ralph Waldo Emerson's daughter Ellen sent to a Mr. Perry, per-
haps Bliss Perry, then an undergraduate at Harvard, who had written
her father regarding the site of Thoreau's house at Walden Pond. Mr
Mac Donnell points out that Emerson was in Florida, New York, in

1878, so we may tentatively date the letter from that year:

My dear Mr Perry.

My father is in Florida so I have taken the liberty
of answering your postal & am sending you these two cards
showing the site of Thoreau's hut. I've written a word of
explanation on each. The place is still wooded--more so

than in Thoreau's day, but there have been bad wood-fires
lately that have taken off some of the best trees.

^ery sincerely yours,

El len T.Emerson
Concord

Wednesday

.
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The following unsigned notice of Thoreau's The Maine Woods
, pub-

lished by Ticknor & Fields, May 28, 1864, appeared in the Northern
Monthly (1:8, p. 567) for October 1864. This short-lived ""Magazine

of Literature and Military Affairs" issued from Portland, Maine:

A book of uncommon worth; of straight-forward earnest-
ness and faithfulness. The descriptions, too, are so full

of life as to be pictures that stamp themselves into the

memory, and stay with you, like the balsam breathing of the
woods you have passed through. As a Naturalist, the author's
contributions here to the departments of botany and the
animal kingdom are worthy of most respectful consideration.
We commend the book especially to the people of Maine, and

to the people everywhere else who desire to know the truth
about the Down-Easters

.

In December 1864 the Atlantic Monthly printed Thoreau's "The
Highland Light," a chapter from his soon-to-be-published posthumous
book, Cape Cod . The same periodical had published "The Well fleet
Oysterman" in October. Frank Sanborn had this to say about these
Atlantic excerpts, in the Boston Commonwealth newspaper, December 3,

1864:

It is seldom that we find in a number of this magazine
so much that is good and so little that is mediocre. The

first paper by Thoreau, is understood to be a portion of

the new book "Cape Cod," soon to appear, and it will give

the public a strong desire to read the book itself. Our
readers, last winter [in William Ellery Channing's "Henry
D. Thoreau"], were apprised of some of the incidents of

the last journey on the Cape made by Mr. Thoreau, and in

Putnam's Magazine some years since, and more recently in

the Atlantic , other details, picturesque and grotesque,
have been related. It is said that the dwellers on the

Cape were offended by the freedom with which the traveller
spoke of them, and that the publisher of Putnam was so

moved by their complaints that he returned the manuscript
to the author, who, according to his custom, added a few
touches to heighten the picture, and laid it aside to be

published in due course of time. That time has now
arrived and the book is in type. Judged by the specimens
in the Atlantic , it will be singularly racy and humorous,
even for this humorous author.

Add to John Aldrich Christie's excellent "A Bibliography of
Travel Works Read by Thoreau," in his Thoreau as World Traveler
(New York, 1965), William Ellis's Polynesian Researches , a pioneer
ethnological study. Thoreau read this work early in 1849 (about
the same time Sophia Thoreau sent her cousin the letter reproduced
above) and copied several passages on native religion and speech
and on pagan practices into his (now fragmentary) Journal. Thoreau's
edition is undetermined, but perhaps he used the four-volume New York
edition (1833), for all his extant extracts are from volume I of this
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printing. Thoreau's entries on Ellis will appear in Journal 2: 1845-

1850 of The Writings of Henry D. Thoreau (Princeton, 1971- ) ; in the

meantime here is a sample drawn from my earlier edition ( The Text of

Thoreau's Fragmentary Journals of the 1840's , Marlboro, Vermont, 1970,

pp. 75-76). Thoreau wrote this entry on native eloquence when he was
doing a good deal of public speaking himself, delivering lectures on

life at Walden Pond before Lyceum audiences in Concord, Worcester,
Gloucester, Salem, and Portland.

How much of nature & vigor of true action and eloquence
must there be in the speech of e^ery wild man? We carefully
preserve a few phrases used by our generals in time of bat-

tle, but think of the harangues of savage warriors. Our
public speaking is comparatively tame.

Ellis, describing the eloquence of a Tahiti an warrior
armed for combat, says, "I have repeatedly heard Mr. Nott
declare (and none can better appreciate native eloquence),
he would at any time go thirty miles to listen to an address
impassioned as those he has sometimes heard on these occa-
sions."

I don't know if any of Thoreau's auditors went thirty miles to hear
him, but at least one discovered impassioned eloquence in the
harangues of this wild man from Walden. Reviewing Thoreau's March
21, 1849, Portland lecture in the Eastern Argus , a reporter said,

"It is like the dashing out of a comet that had broken loose from
its orbit." That must have pleased the Concord warrior.

Incidentally, Thoreau may have been drawn to Ellis's Polynesian
Researches by his known reading or perusal of Herman Melville's Typee
a year or two before, since it was a major source for Melville's South
Sea Island lore.

We know almost nothing of what the Transcendental ists thought of
Melville and his whale. But Frank Sanborn did enter the following
review of Melville's Clare! in his "Current Literature" column in the
Springfield Daily Republican , July 18, 1876:

Herman Melville's literary reputation will remain,
what it has fairly become, a thing of the past, --for all

that his new book will do for it. This is a poem in two
volumes and almost 900 pages, entitled "Clare! ; a Poem
and Pilgrimage in the Holy Land." There is little love-
story in it, and a pious tourist's record of a sacred
country; it is laboriously finished, sometimes elegant,
but the masculinity, the rich imagination, the singular
picturesqueness of "Omoo," "Typee" and "Moby Dick" are
wanting. Mr. Melville lives in his novels, --a sort of
posthumous life, it is true, yet they are worth reading,
particularly the last, with those preposterous heroes,
the White Whale and Capt. Ahab.

And, finally, if you have ever wondered why Thoreau called his
cat "Mi n"— besides the fact that "Min" sounds like a kitten's "Meow"—
consult a book in Thoreau's library, Boyer's French Dictionary
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(Boston, 1827), under "Minon"--"puss, cat"; then consult A Yankee in

Canada (Boston, 1866), p. 47, for Thoreau's sketch of his host at

St. Anne, who "might have come over with Jacques Cartier":

I asked him what he called his dog. He shouted Brock !

(the name of the breed). We like to hear the cat called
min,--min ! min! min!

And so we still hear Henry calling o' winter nights from his Concord
doorstep for his cat to "C'min! min! min!"

IMPORTANT SPRING DATES AT THE THOREAU LYCEUM

SUNDAY, APRIL 24: A reception for members and guests to open a

Memorial Exhibition of watercolors by Cather-
ine R. Hammond, botanical artist whose wild-
flower paintings delighted Lyceum visitors in

1968.

TUESDAY, APRIL 26:

SATURDAY, APRIL 30

SUNDAY, MAY 1:

WEDNESDAY, MAY 4:

Finding Spring in Concord , nature walks for
3rd and 4th graders led by Mary McClintock,
naturalist. 6 sessions from 1:30 to 3:30 from
the Lyceum, rain or shine: $15.00. Register
by mail or phone 369-5912.

Annual Wildflowers Plant Sale at Lyceum, 10-5,
Saturday; 2-5, Sunday. Advance orders urged.

A celebration of the first decade of the
Thoreau Lyceum in the Vestry of the First
Parish in Concord at 8:00 p.m. The program
will include remarks by Roland W. Robbins,
an address by Eugene H. Walker and a film
TALKING WITH THOREAU. Refreshments.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 11: Men and Plants on Mt. Washington from 1642
to the Present . A slide talk by Mary M.

Walker, A.M.C. Hut Naturalist.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 18 Apollo Serving King Admetus : Thoreau Bar-
gains for a Farm and a Book in 1841 -

Thomas Blanding, an editor for The Writings
of Henry Thoreau .

WEDNESDAY, MAY 25: Thoreau and the Puritans An Heir Not-So-
Errol McGuire, Mellon Fellow inApparent

Religion in America at Bowdoin College


